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Yukon Workers’ Compensation Health and Safety Board
The Yukon Workers’
Compensation Health and
Safety Board (YWCHSB)
administers both the
Workers’ Compensation Act
and the Occupational Health
and Safety Act.
The governing body of the
YWCHSB is a Board of
Directors, made up of three
employer representatives,
three worker representatives,
a neutral chair and a neutral
alternate chair. The chair of
the Workers’ Compensation
Appeal Tribunal and the
president of the YWCHSB
also sit on the board as nonvoting members.
The Board of Directors is
responsible for setting all
policies and orders. It is the
role of the administration of
the YWCHSB to implement
the Workers’ Compensation
Act and the Occupational
Health and Safety Act, as well
as all board policies and
orders.
The office of the president
supports human resources,
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staff development, the
board secretary, the hearing
officer, public relations, the
medical consultant and
general counsel. Under two
vice presidents and a
director, the YWCHSB is
divided into three
branches—programs,
operations, and planning,
evaluation and policy.

Workers’ Compensation

Programs encompasses all of
the services provided to
claimants and all aspects of
administering the
Occupational Health and
Safety Act.
Operations is responsible for
all of the financial
transactions of the
YWCHSB, for managing the
investments of the
compensation fund, and the
organization’s resources.
Planning, evaluation and
policy is responsible for
policy analysis and
development, program
evaluation, strategic planning
support, and quality
assurance.

Workers’ compensation is
an employer-funded
insurance system in which
coverage for workers is
compulsory. For nearly a
century, it has protected
Canadian workers and
employers against the result
of workplace injuries and
illnesses.
Under workers’
compensation legislation,
workers give up their right
to civil action against
employers and co-workers
in return for guaranteed
compensation. This
arrangement protects both
workers and employers.
Employers are protected
because workers who suffer
a work-related disability
cannot sue employers for
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damages. Workers are
protected because they are
guaranteed compensation if
they get a work-related injury
or illness—compensation
includes lost wages, payment
of related health care costs,
and assistance in returning to
work.
The only claims that are
subject to civil action are
vehicle accidents where there
is vehicle insurance. In such
cases, the Yukon Workers’
Compensation Health and
Safety Board can sue, on
behalf of the worker who was
injured, another organization’s
employer or worker. The
injured worker’s own
employer or co-workers
cannot be sued.

The YWCHSB provides Yukon workers with the best benefit
package in the country and at the same time offers Yukon
employers some of the lowest assessment premiums in Canada.

In 2001, Yukon employers’
assessment premiums
averaged $1.25 per $100 of
payroll—the second lowest
premium in the country. The
maximum benefit paid to
workers was $897.54 per
week—the highest benefit
paid in Canada.
Yukon employers receive a
minimum subsidy of 45% on
assessment premiums, and
in some cases, up to 79%.
The only exception is the
government sector, which
receives no subsidy.
The investment climate in
2001 was a challenging one.
Many Canadian boards lost
substantial amounts on their
investments, in particular in
the third quarter, and were
forced to increase their
assessment premiums for
2002. The YWCHSB had a
positive return of 3% in the
third quarter of 2001, the
highest in the country.
At the end of 2001, the
Board of Directors decided
to freeze assessment
premiums for 2002. The
board intends to take
assessment premium issues
to public review in 2002.
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Board of Directors’ Message
In 2001, the Board of
Directors expanded from
seven members to 10. The Bill
83 amendments made it
possible for the board to grow
from a total of four voting
members to six.
Board of Directors: Seen from left to right are employer representatives
Barry Enders and John Pert, chair Dale Schmekel, worker representative
Michelle Kolla, president and CEO Tony Armstrong, worker representative
Barb Evans, alternate chair Arthur Mitchell, employer representative Ivan
Dechkoff, and worker representative Doug Rody. Missing is appeal tribunal
chair Heather MacFadgen.

Advisory Committees Update
In 2001, three joint meetings
of the workers’ and
employers’ advisory
committees were held.
Topics discussed at the
meetings included the
stakeholder survey, the draft
interest policy, financial
incentive plans for employers,
and the revisions to the
strategic plan.
Members of the workers’ and
employers’ advisory
committees joined with a new
policy working group and
participated in the discussions
on draft policies as well as the
omnibus policy framework
(turn to page 20, for more
information).
The Board of Directors thanks
the advisory committee
members for their
contributions in 2001.
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prospective fund managers. We
believe the new policy is more
reflective of the current
investment climate and will build
on the excellent financial
management the fund has
experienced in the past.

In August the board agreed to
rescind the CL-35 application
document, which had been in
effect from February 12, 1997
to December 31, 1999. The
application document provided
staff with guidelines on the
determination of average
Later in August, alternate chair
weekly earnings benefits.
Arthur Mitchell was appointed
Controversy surrounded this
to the board. Having a full
document and the board felt
contingent of board members
that it was an impediment to
helped ease the workload and
progress on a new loss of
allowed our members to apply
earnings benefits policy.
their talents to various specific
In conclusion, it has been a very
projects, such as the policy
productive year for the board—
working group, the review of
one in which we realized many
the strategic plan and the
of the goals we set for ourselves
implementation of the
at the beginning of the year.
investment policy.
In July, John Pert joined Ivan
Dechkoff and Barry Enders as
employer representatives on
the board; and Michelle Kolla
joined Barb Evans and Doug
Rody as worker representatives
on the board.

The board’s policy work in
2001 was focussed on the
omnibus policy framework,
loss of earnings benefits, and
interest. Both the interest
policy and the loss of earnings
benefits policy went to public
consultation in 2001. A new
interest policy was approved in
November. (To see a full list of
the policies we worked on in
2001, turn to page 21.)
A priority for the board was
implementing the new
investment policy and
reviewing proposals from
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We would like to thank our two
stakeholders—workers and
employers—for their comments
and suggestions throughout the
year. The board would also like
to thank the staff at the
YWCHSB for their dedication to
delivering quality service to
Yukon workers and employers,
and for helping to make Yukon
workplaces safer.

Dale Schmekel
Chair

President’s
Message
The year 2001 was a busy and
productive one for the
YWCHSB.
Customer service continued
to be administration’s main
focus. We completed our
stakeholder survey of
workers, employers and staff.
The results from this survey
will help us to make service
improvements in the areas our
clients identified. Our sincere
thanks go to the participants in
these surveys who took the
time to answer our many
questions. (To read more
about the stakeholder survey,
turn to page 14.)
In 2001, we revisited our
strategic plan, ideal workplaces,
originally developed in 1998
and 1999. A multi-branch,
multi-level strategic planning
team was established,
including representatives from
the Board of Directors. This
team worked to update the
plan and develop a new threeyear business plan. This threeyear business plan was then
used to develop a one-year
operational plan, which in turn
was used to create the 2002
budget.
One of our goals in 2001 was
to implement organizationwide performance planning
with all YWCHSB staff.
Performance planning instills
the goals of the strategic plan

into every employee’s work
plan and ensures that the
organization shares common
goals and values.
Another successful corporate
planning activity was the
completion of our information
systems plan. This plan will
form the basis of any future
system improvements we
undertake.
Also in 2001, a team of board
members and staff worked on
implementing the new
investment policy. Two new
investment managers where
chosen in December: TAL
Institutional Management and
Jarislowsky Fraser Limited. The
new investment policy allows
for an annual review and
increases the variety of assets
available for investment.

We look forward to
serving you in 2002.

On behalf of all of the staff at
the YWCHSB, I would like to
thank our two stakeholder
groups – employers and
workers – and our clients for
their feedback and support in
2001. We look forward to
serving you in 2002.

Tony Armstrong
President and Chief Executive
Officer
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Why the concern
about young
workers?
Young workers aged 15 to 24
are at higher risk of
workplace injury than other
workers. More than half of
work-related injuries occur
during a young worker’s first
six months on the job—many
happen within the first month
of employment.

Young Worker Safety Program
In 2001, we produced and distributed two
new young worker safety guides—one for
employers and one for parents.
During the summer of 2001, we launched an
awareness campaign aimed at youth. The
Young Worker Safety Contest was designed
to raise young people’s awareness that they
are in a risk group for workplace injuries. In
order to enter the contest, youth between
12 and 17 needed to answer three
questions:

Young people don’t have to
work in construction, forestry
or manufacturing to be
exposed to workplace risks.
In fact, most workplace
injuries occur in the
hospitality and retail service
industries, where the majority
of young Yukon workers are
employed.
If you are an employer or a
parent of someone between
12 and 24, you may wish to
pick up a copy of our Yukon
Employers Guide to Young
Worker Safety or our
Message to Parents: Who’s
Keeping them Safe Now?
Both guides are also available
on our website for
downloading and printing.

1. True or False. Young workers, especially
those starting new jobs, are more likely to be
injured on the job than older workers.
2. Most on-the-job injuries to young people
occur in which industry?
❐ Construction ❐ Forestry ❐ Manufacturing
❐ Service
3. True or False. Yukon workers have the
right to refuse unsafe work.

Answers are: True, Service, True.
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Safety Training and Education
A major 2001 initiative of safety training and education
was producing and distributing the young worker safety
material.
We arranged for the parent guide Message to Parents:
Who’s Keeping them Safe Now? to be distributed in Yukon
students’ report cards.
The Yukon Employers Guide to Young Worker Safety was
given to Yukon employers who hire young workers. In
the spring of 2001, our staff arranged meetings with
employers who expected to hire young workers in the
upcoming summer season. We gave these employers an
overview of the material in the guide, as well as the guide
itself, and answered any questions they had on safety in
the workplace.
We collaborated with Skills Canada to raise youth’s
awareness of the importance of on-the-job safety and also
to educate them on the opportunities that exist for
pursuing a career in safety. Shayne Triggs, a student at
Vanier Catholic Secondary, was coached by one of our
staff members and won a bronze medal in Worksite Safety
at the National Skills Canada Competition in Edmonton in
June.
Our training focus in 2001 was on confined spaces and on
safety committees.
Workers who work in confined spaces are more likely to
be exposed to serious hazards such as entrapment or
asphyxiating fumes.
Safety committees put into practice the principle that
labour and management must work together to solve
occupational health and safety issues.

Target Risk with Dr. Gerald Wilde
In February, we hosted a seminar with Dr. Gerald Wilde, an
international specialist on safety and risk management. Dr.
Wilde held two public information sessions—one on risk
theory and evidence and another on applications to safety and
health. Wilde is best known for his book Target Risk in which
he puts forward his theory of risk homeostasis. According to
the theory, individuals develop a personal target of how much
risk they find acceptable. A person’s behavior will tend to
maintain risk exposure at that target level.
ACCEPTED CLAIMS BY CLASS
400

403

300

390

302

292

200
186

We also organized four seminars with over 100
participants: Target Risk, the Foreman’s Safety
Conference, Due Diligence, and Safety Committees Best
Practices.

Activity
37 educational courses
4 educational seminars
Consultations by phone & email
Site visits
Occupational health investigations

Total number
345 participants
117 participants
629
74
13

158

100

141
75

0

5

2000
Class 20

2001
Class 21

Class 22

Class 23

Other

Classes
20 - Resources and trucking • 21 - Construction
22 - Services • 23 - Government
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Inspections and Compliance
Inspections and compliance
organized two information
mail outs in 2001—one on
first aid requirements and
another on scaffolding
requirements. Our safety
officers also spent 600 hours
consulting with workers,
supervisors and employers,
applying a pro-active approach
to safety in the workplace.
In general, our safety officers
were pleased to notice an
increase in safety compliance
at Yukon placer mining
worksites in 2001.
We encourage Yukon
employers and workers to call
us if they have any difficulty
understanding the
requirements of the safety
regulations. For the busiest
months of the year (May to
September), we have a duty
officer in the building during

business hours to answer
employers’ and workers’
telephone calls and assist them
with compliance. Anyone
requiring 24-hour emergency
customer service can also
contact our emergency standby officer at 667-5450.
This year we developed a
comprehensive procedures
manual to guide our safety
officers through all aspects of
their duties. A new internal
reporting and master
inspection log system was
implemented to aid in tracking
data and statistics.
Partnership activities included
building our working
relationship with federal safety
officers and working with the
Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development
to develop a mine safety
protocol.

CLAIMS BY MONTH OF OCCURRENCE

160

Activity

Total number

Worksite inspections
Occupational health inspections
Serious injury or serious
accident investigations
Other investigations
Consultations
Safety program evaluation
Sanctions

475
69

160

Prosecutions
140

140

120

120

100

100

80

80

60

60

Jan

Feb

1997

9

Mar

Apr

May

1998

Jun

Jul

Aug

1999

Sep

Oct

2000

Nov

39
49
592
30
8
0
1

warning letters
penalty levies

Note: We have expanded the way we report safety training and
education, and inspections and compliance statistics from the
methodology used in previous annual reports. Previously, these two
units’ statistics were grouped together. We have now separated the
two units’ activities and added more detail to the activity
descriptions.

Dec

2001
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INCIDENTS REPORTED
1800
1797

1600
1400

1000

1450

1412

1380

1331

1200

1371
1107

1106

1017

1026

800
600
466

400

363

343

306

200

345

0

1998

1997

2000

1999

No claim established

2001

Claim

1400
1331
1106

1107

1040

1029

1017
929

800

1026
948

Time loss claims

600
400
200

117

88

0
1997

63

76

3

41

2

A time loss claim is one in
which a worker is off work
as a result of a disability.

37

2001

2000

1999

1998

Accepted

Decision pending

Rejected

1400

1040

1029

948

929

800
600
400

A no time loss claim is one
in which the worker does
not lose time from work.

1214

1000

671

612

609

543

521
408

431

539
409

417

200
0
1997

1998

1999

No time loss

Time loss

• There was insufficient
information available to
process the claim. In these
cases, the YWCHSB has
requested additional
information and it has not
been provided.
• The industry or the claimant
was not covered under the
Workers’ Compensation Act.
• The disability was not workrelated, as required by the
Workers’ Compensation Act.

No time loss
claims

TIME LOSS/NO TIME LOSS ACCEPTED
CLAIMS
1200

Rejected claims are claims that
have been disallowed or are
not eligible for the following
reasons.

A claim is established when
the YWCHSB has received
a worker’s report of injury
or illness.

1600

1000

An incident is any injury or
illness reported to the
YWCHSB by a worker,
employer or physician. Not
all incidents result in the
establishment of a claim.

Claims

y

CLAIMS BY DECISION STATUS

1214

Rejected claims

Total

1800

1200

Incidents

2000

Note: Previous year statistics are revised as
of January 31, 2002. Some of the numbers
provided in the 2000 annual report will
have changed in this report. These changes
occur because of appeal decisions; because
some new evidence or information was
received; or because an award was given
for permanent impairment of function.

2001

Total

p CLAIMS BY GENDER
yg
ACCEPTED
1100
1000
900
886

800
700

747
679

674

600

639

500
400
300

350

328
255

200

309

293

100
0

1997

1998

1999

Female

2000

2001

Male
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SOURCE OF INJURY FOR ACCEPTED CLAIMS

Chemicals & chemical products
Containers
Furniture & fixtures
Machinery
Parts & materials
Persons, plants, animals & minerals
Structures & surfaces
Tools, instruments & equipment
Vehicles
Other sources
Unknown
Total

28
86
38
61
122
220
104
114
37
137
1
948

TYPE OF ACCIDENT FOR ACCEPTED CLAIMS

Assaults & violent acts
Bodily reaction & exertion
Contact with objects & equipment
Exposure to harmful substances
or environments
Falls
Fires & explosions
Transportation accidents
Other events or exposures
Unknown
Total

17
396
318
87
99
0
20
10
1
948

NATURE OF INJURY FOR ACCEPTED CLAIMS

Infectious & parasitic diseases
Multiple diseases, conditions & disorders
Neoplasms, tumors & cancer
Symptoms, signs & ill-defined conditions
Systemic diseases & disorders
Traumatic injuries & disorders
Other diseases, conditions & disorders
Nonclassifiable
Unknown
Total

11

3
0
6
23
85
745
5
78
3
948

PARTS OF THE BODY AFFECTED FOR ACCEPTED CLAIMS

Body systems injuries
Head injuries*
Hearing loss related
Noise induced
Other hearing loss related
Total hearing loss related
Other head injuries
Head injuries Total
Neck injuries
Upper extremity injuries
(arm, hand, finger)
Multiple body parts injuries
Trunk injuries
(chest, back, shoulder, abdomen)
Lower extremities injuries
(leg, foot, toes)
Other body parts
Nonclassifiable
Unknown
Total

2000
31

2001
17

34
1
35
114
149
14
302

27
0
27
111
138
28
269

49
346

43
295

131

148

7
0
0
1029

8
0
2
948

*For the 2000 & 2001 annual reports, the reporting includes additional detail
for head injuries (to break out hearing loss claims).
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Assessment Premiums
Assessments are the premiums
employers pay for workers’
compensation coverage.
Assessment premiums are
calculated using payroll
amounts and subcontractor
information, together with the
premium rate that has been
established for that industry
classification.

ASSESSABLE PAYROLL REPORTED

$600 million
500
400

497

480

488

507

495

515

503

522

300
200

Investments provide just over
50% of the YWCHSB’s
income, the rest is provided
by employers’ assessment
premiums.

Assessment premium rates are
set by looking at the claims cost
of your entire industry
classification. Our actuaries
calculate assessments to cover
the current and future costs of
injuries in your industry. This
means that if a worker is injured
on your job site, your premiums
will not automatically rise. Only if
the claims costs of your entire
industry classification group go up
will you see an increase. You can
keep the assessment premiums of
your industry low by preventing
workplace injuries and illnesses.

100
0

19

20

19

1998
1997
Mandatory

1999
2001
2000
Optional
Total

EMPLOYERS REGISTERED

Protection from
lawsuits

2700
2400
2100

2395

2303

2270

2294

1800

2243

2087

2023

465

467

1500
1200
900
600
300
0
1997

1998

Mandatory

1999

2000

Optional

What do employers get for their
assessment premiums?

2001
Total

Definitions: An "employer" is an individual
operating in one or more industries.One employer
may have many businesses.
Note: The sum of mandatory and optional employers
does not equal employers since an employer with
mandatory coverage may also have optional coverage
and vice versa.

Under workers’
compensation legislation,
workers give up their right
to civil action against
employers and co-workers
in return for guaranteed
compensation.

No-fault insurance
The YWCHSB does not
consider who is at fault
when determining benefits.

Workplace insurance
benefits
Workers’ compensation
coverage replaces lost
earnings, covers healthcare
costs resulting from work-

related injuries and illnesses,
provides survivor benefits and
permanent impairment
awards, and supports return
to work.

Prevention and safety
programs
The YWCHSB provides
training and education
programs that help employers
and workers prevent injuries
and illnesses from happening
at their worksite.

Return to work
The YWCHSB helps workers
get effective health care and
return to work.
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2001 Service Improvements
Employers

Workers

• We have a stand-by
safety officer available 24
hours a day, ensuring clients
access to around-the-clock
emergency service.

• Our rehabilitation
counsellors received
training in Myers-Briggs
personality typing and
can now offer this
service to clients
requiring vocational
rehabilitation services.

• For the busiest time of
the year (May to
September), we have an
inspections and compliance
duty officer available during
business hours, to answer
clients’ compliance
inquiries.
• In January and February,
we offered free, drop-in
employer payroll return
(EPR) clinics in the
communities and in
Whitehorse to employers
who needed help filling in
their EPRs.
• Our service teams
introduced themselves, and
the full range of our
services, to over 300 Yukon
employers and their
employees during on-site
visits.
• We offered employers
the option of monthly
reporting, as well as yearly
reporting.
• Assessment premiums
can now be paid by
MasterCard, as well as Visa.
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• Information available
in our public register
(e.g. policies, appeal
decisions, annual
reports) can also be
accessed on-line on our
website at
www.wcb.yk.ca.
• Our “Notice to
Workers” poster clearly
outlines what to do
when you are injured at
work. It was mailed to
every employer
registered with the
YWCHSB and must be
posted in every Yukon
workplace.

PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT AWARDS BY BODY PARTS

68.29% Ears
Head/Neck 0.00%
Trunk1 7.32%
Arms/Hands
14.63%
Legs/Hips 7.32%

2.44% Multiple

1 Includes back, shoulders, & abdomen

Accepted claims–
fatalities/permanent
impairment awards
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FATALITIES
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PERMANENT
IMPAIRMENT
AWARDS
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Stakeholder Survey
In 2001, the Yukon Bureau
of Statistics conducted a
stakeholder survey of:
• workers who recently
experienced a workplace
injury and dependants,
• employers registered with
the YWCHSB, and
• YWCHSB staff.
The main purpose of the
survey was to give us
information on our level of
service and to reveal
opportunities for
improvement. The survey
also asked questions about
workplace safety and
employers’ and workers’
general awareness of
YWCHSB programs. The
staff survey focussed on
quality perceptions, such as
quality of supervision, and
the work environment.
The Yukon Bureau of
Statistics conducted the
surveys in the spring and
summer of 2001. Survey
data quality is of a high level
due to the number of
respondents—over 1,130
employers and nearly 780
workers were interviewed.
These survey results will lead
to service improvements in
2002 and beyond.
In the survey results, all
three stakeholder groups
show predominately positive
perceptions of our programs,
services and outcomes.

Workers who had been
clients of the YWCHSB rated
the overall service quality at
over 70 points out of 100.
Friendliness and courtesy of
the staff rated even higher at
nearly 80. The survey also
clearly outlines the
expectations that workers
have for timeliness. A majority
of workers see a timeframe of
30 days or less as a
reasonable amount of time for
processing a claim.
Employers also had positive
responses about their
interaction with the YWCHSB
and the majority indicated that
our level of service met their
expectations. However the
survey shows that employers
have low levels of awareness
of the effectiveness of
YWCHSB services such as
those provided to workers.
Some of the strongest results
in the survey are in staff
satisfaction with their work
environment. Over 90% of
our staff believe the YWCHSB
is true to its vision and
mission, that units produce
good work, and that they
receive the training they need
to do their job. An
overwhelming 97% said they
like their job.
Anyone interested in getting a
copy of the stakeholder
survey results can pick them
up at the YWCHSB building
or download them from our
website.

EMPLOYER AWARENESS OF YWCHSB
PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (% AWARE)
79

Education programs
Safety consultations

72

Safety audits

58

Workplace inspections

81

Wage loss benefits

89

Medical/rehab

87

Return to work

67

No-fault insurance

31

Civil immunity coverage

32

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

WORKERS’ PERCEPTION OF QUALITY OF A
RECENT YWCHSB SERVICE
(SATISFACTION INDEX MAX = 100)
73

Overall service quality
68

Amount of time it took

69

Procedures easily understood
Staff competence

75

Informed of service

71

Clear if problem

65
71

Fair treatment
Clear, accurate information

69
80

Friendly / courteous staff
Staff went extra mile

65

0

25

50

75
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Events and Community
Visits
In 2001, our service teams made community
visits to Watson Lake, Teslin, Haines Junction
and Dawson City. The service teams also
visited over 300 Yukon work sites and
introduced employers and employees to the
full range of services we offer.
Saturday, April 28 was the Annual Day of
Mourning for workers who have been killed
or injured on the job. We worked together
with the Yukon Federation of Labour to
publicize the day of mourning and the
federation organized an event on April 27 in
the Elijah Smith building in Whitehorse.

Tourism Industry
Association Presentation
The Tourism Industry Association invited us to do a
presentation at their annual meeting in Haines Junction
on April 20. Our presentation included an overview of
the workers’ compensation and occupational health and
safety system, information on the most common injuries
in the retail and hotel industries and how to prevent
them, and an introduction to our service teams and the
services we provide.
ACCEPTED CLAIMS BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION
INSIDE YUKON
MULTIPLE OR UNKNOWN
OUTSIDE YUKON
TOTAL

Old Crow 3

During North American Occupational Safety
and Health Week we ran an awareness
campaign emphasizing the importance of
safety at work.
For the Lion’s Trade Show in Whitehorse, we
developed a display on the connection
between stress and back pain. The public was
invited to take a four-question survey to
determine their susceptibility to back
problems and we provided material and
demonstrations on proper lifting techniques.

Clinton Creek 1
Dawson 88
Elsa 1

Stewart Crossing 1

Mayo 25
Pelly Crossing 5

Beaver Creek 2

Carmacks 8

Faro 14
Ross River 5

Burwash Landing 5

Our annual meeting was held on September
12 and 13. A summary of the meeting is
posted on our website or can be picked up at
our office.
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Destruction Bay 5
Whitehorse 666
Haines Junction 27
Carcross 7
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Watson Lake 45
Teslin 11

919
24
5
948

Managing
Information Well
Information systems provides
technological support,
statistical analysis and records
management to the
YWCHSB. In addition to our
daily support role, we
provided direct support to a
number of corporate
initiatives in 2001.

Some 2001 initiatives:
• Enhanced support for
handling Visa and MasterCard
in the assessment system.
• Added functions to the
assessment system to enable
employers to report payroll
on a monthly basis.
• Provided data to enable the
stakeholder surveys
(employers and workers) to
be completed.
• Supported the new interest
policy by providing impact
analysis and identifying eligible
claims.

• Continued development of
national statistics as part of
the Association of Workers’
Compensation Boards of
Canada key statistical
measures project.
• Provided background
statistics for the young
worker safety campaign.
• Provided claims
information on the hospitality
industry for presentation to
the Tourism Industry
Association.

• Designed and developed a
new occupational health and
safety activity tracking system.
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Records Unit
Our records unit provides
release of information services
to workers and their
dependants, employers, the
workers’ advocate,
ombudsman, Board of
Directors, and the Workers’
Compensation Appeal
Tribunal. In 2001, the unit
coordinated 304 information
releases, maintaining a turnaround time of 10 working
days per file.
In 2001, the records unit
continued to implement the
standard records management
classification system. This
includes converting records
from previous filing systems,
implementing changes to the
classification system, and
identifying vital and Access to
Information and Protection of
Privacy Act sensitive records.
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Requests for release of information
2001

2000

1999

35

39

32

1

1

0

224

238

165

Ombudsman

0

0

0

Release under the Access to Information &
Protection of Privacy Act

1

0

3

Appeal panel counsel

0

1

20

Workers’ Compensation Appeal Tribunal

30

9

n/a

Other (i.e. Inter-jurisdictional Agreement Reviews)

13

13

304

301

Worker or dependant
Employer
Workers’ advocate

Total
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Reviews and
Appeals
The Workers’ Compensation
Act and the Occupational
Health and Safety Act
provide workers and
employers with the right to
appeal decisions made by
the YWCHSB.
Claim appeals are heard by
the hearing officer, and if the
appellant is not satisfied with
that decision, it may be
appealed to the Workers’
Compensation Appeal
Tribunal. Only in cases
where the appeal tribunal
does not have jurisdiction,
will an appeal panel of the
board hear a compensation
claim appeal.
Assessment and occupational
health and safety appeals are
heard by an appeal panel,
made up of one employer
representative and one
worker representative from
the Board of Directors, as
well as the chair.

Employers have the
right to appeal:
• Assessment decisions such
as assignment to an industry or
assessment premium rates.
• Occupational health and
safety orders and penalties or
the lack of an order.
• Decisions made by an
adjudicator on a worker’s
claim for compensation.

Workers have the right
to appeal:
• Decisions made by an
adjudicator on their claim for
compensation.
• Decisions made by the
hearing officer.
• Occupational health and
safety orders and penalties.

Hearing Officer
Reviews

2001

2000

Notice of Claim Reviews (NCRs) received
NCRs withdrawn by the appellant
NCRs rejected (no jurisdiction)
Review pending
Review postponed at the request of the appellant
Review heard

46
17
1
6
2
20

28
5
1
2
0
20

Decisions reviewed
Decisions confirmed
Decisions reversed
Decisions varied
Pending
No jurisdiction

20
10
5
3
0
2

21
10
9
2
0
0

The appeal tribunal publishes
a yearly report on its
activities. Once available, it is
posted on our website and
in our public register. You
may also contact the appeal
tribunal directly for a copy.
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Appeal panel
Occupational Health and Safety Appeals

2001

2000

Appeals registered
Appeals withdrawn by the appellant
Appeals pending
Appeals heard

2
0
0
2

3
0
0
3

Decisions reviewed

2

3

Decisions confirmed
Decisions reversed
Decisions varied
Decisions pending

0
2
0
0

2
0
1
0

Appeals registered
Appeals withdrawn by the appellant
Appeals pending
Appeals heard

3
0
1
2

1
0
0
0

Decisions reviewed

2

1

Decisions confirmed
Decisions reversed
Decisions varied
Decisions pending

0
1
1
0

1
0
0
0

Appeals registered
Appeals withdrawn by the appellant
Appeals pending
Appeals heard

1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

Decisions reviewed

1

0

Decisions confirmed
Decisions reversed
Decisions varied
Decisions pending

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

Assessment Appeals

Claims Appeals

Note: We have changed the way we report appeal statistics from the methodology used in previous annual reports. Previously, appeals were accounted for
in the year they were heard. In this report and in the future, reviews, appeals and decisions will be accounted for in the year that the review was received
and the appeal was registered. This methodology is similar to the one used for reporting claim statistics. Previous year statistics will be revised as of January
31 of every year. Some of the numbers provided in previous annual reports will change in subsequent reports. These changes occur because pending or
postponed reviews and appeals will have occurred.
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Policy Working
Group

Public
consultations

A policy working group—
comprised of members of the
workers’ and employers’
advisory committees, the
Board of Directors and
administration—was
established in 2001. This
group worked on developing
a draft policy framework–the
omnibus policy framework–
that outlines guiding principles
and values for policy
development on
compensation claims. The
work of this group informed
the drafting of policy CL-35
Loss of Earnings Benefits,
which went to public
consultation in 2001.

Two policies went to public
consultation in 2001: CL-52
Payment of Interest on
Compensation Benefits and
CL-35 Loss of Earnings
Benefits.
The draft interest policy was
open to public comment from
August 22 until October 2. A
policy information session
originally scheduled for
September 11 required
rescheduling to October 2,
when all government buildings
were closed due to the events
of that day. Subsequently, the
deadline for submitting

comments was moved from
the original deadline of
September 30 to October 2.
The board received two
submission on the draft policy.
The draft loss of earnings
benefits policy was open to
public comment from
November 2 until December
15. The board received 10
submissions on the draft policy.
A consultation document
outlining the submissions
received is available on our
website or for pick up at our
office.
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Board Policies Revoked in 2001
The CL-35 application document was revoked in 2001.

Board Orders Approved or
Amended in 2001

Board Policies Approved or
Amended in 2001
BD-04

Policy Development Process

CL-52

Payment of Interest on Compensation Benefits

GC-05

Reviews and Appeals (Amended)

The implementation of clause G (b) of interim policy CL-35
Average Weekly Earnings was suspended by the Board of
Directors for the year 2001 and until February 28, 2002.

21

2001- 01

Appeals Rules of Procedure

2001- 02

Maximum Wage Rate 2002

2001- 03

Maximum Assessable Earnings 2002

You can find the YWCHSB’s policies and orders on our
website or in our library. If you would like to have a copy
of a policy or order mailed to you call 867-667-5645 or
1-800-661-0443 (toll free).

Occupational health and safety
regulation review update
In 2001, draft three of the general safety, mine safety
and blasting regulations was reviewed by an internal
committee. The final draft of the regulations
developed by this committee will be presented to the
Board of Directors in spring 2002. Final approval of
the regulations will be at the discretion of cabinet.
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Our Employees: A Part
of the Community
Our employees are strong contributors to the northern
community. In 2001, they volunteered for a wide variety of
events, fundraisers, non-profit societies and community
organizations including:
Active Living Program
Annual Litter Challenge
Bike Safety Rodeo
The Big Band
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Canadian Cancer Society
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society—Yukon Chapter
Christmas Adopt-A-Family Program
Circle of Hope Breast Cancer Support Group
Coronary Health Improvement Project
Fireweed Montessori Preschool
Frostbite Music Festival
Heart and Stroke Foundation
Klondike Road Relay
Klondike Toastmasters
Lions Clubs
Look Good—Feel Better Foundation
Oldtimers’ Hockey
Polarettes Gymnastics Club
Rendezvous Pancake Breakfasts
Rotary Club—Whitehorse
Rotary Music Festival
Run for Mom
St. John Ambulance
Sundog Toastmasters Club
Suzuki Strings Association Yukon
United Way of Yukon
Whitehorse Community Choir
Whitehorse Cross Country Ski Club
Whitehorse Minor Hockey
Whitehorse Women’s Hockey
Yukon Environmental Training Trust Fund
Yukon Indigenous Games Team
Yukon Music Camp Society
Yukon Northwestel Loppet
Yukon Outdoors Club

Whitehorse Star Photo

United Way of Yukon
Annual Breakfast
In 2001, our staff hosted for
the second year the United
Way of Yukon Annual
Breakfast. This year we
moved the event to the main
floor of the YTG building so
we could serve more people.
It worked! Over 500 people
came for breakfast and over
$7,000 was raised for the
United Way. Big thanks go to

Government Services and
to Linda Ellerton and the
cafeteria staff for helping us
put together such a
successful event. Special
thanks go to CBC and
CKRW radio for providing
live coverage of the event
and to CBC radio for
organizing the
entertainment.
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Learning, Growth and Development
Our staff’s growth and
development is a vital
component of our corporate
culture at the YWCHSB. Our
learning objectives are to:
• Provide staff with the skills
to consistently deliver
respectful, compassionate,
quality service to our clients.
• Ensure staff are able to
function effectively in a team
environment.
• Provide staff with skills for
maintaining personal security
in the work environment.
• Train new staff in key areas,
and refresh the knowledge of
existing staff.
• Ensure managers acquire
the leadership skills to
effectively contribute to
organizational goals.
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In 2001, all staff and managers
received advanced training in
performance planning and
review. Managers received
additional training in
performance management. An
additional eight staff members
received an orientation to
strategic planning and
participated in the review and
update of our strategic plan.

delivery.

Occupational Health and
Safety Program. Our
Specialized training in
prevention consultant
adjudication and investigation
achieved Certified Health and
of claims was delivered to
Safety Consultant designation
claimant service employees by
from the Canadian Society of
a senior adjudicator from the
Safety Engineering.
British Columbia Workers’
Compensation Board. Three Two employees continued
staff members also participated coursework leading to
in on-the-job training as
professional accounting
benefit entitlement clerks.
designations. One senior
Five staff members completed
manager completed the
Seven employees enrolled in
coursework in the Leadership
Yukon Government
college or university programs
in Quality Customer Service
Leadership Forum and is
leading to diplomas in
program in 2001. Three staff
currently serving as an
Disability Case Management,
members from rehabilitation
executive coach for Yukon
Occupational Health and
services gained the
government personnel. Our
Safety, Canadian Registered
qualifications to offer the
director of human resources
Safety Professional, Records
Myers-Briggs Type Inventory
attended the Queen’s
Management and Business
test to clients. The three
University executive human
Administration. We also had
service teams and the resource
resource program.
one employee complete the
team participated in five inacademic requirements in the
house training workshops on
Ryerson University
team building and service
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Our Core Values

Commitment
Our daily actions reflect our vision and mission.

Quality of Service
We provide effective, timely and efficient services.

Communication
We actively listen and provide clear feedback.

Integrity
We are honest, ethical and fair.

Trust
We demonstrate sensitivity, fairness and respect in our
interactions.

Growth and Development
We support individuals who demonstrate leadership
and assume responsibility for self-management.

Teamwork
We willingly work together to achieve goals.

Financial Statements
Our year 2001 financial statements will be available at the
beginning of July 2002. Call us to request a copy of the
statements (867/667-5645 or 1-800-661-0443) or visit our
website at www.wcb.yk.ca. You will be able to slip a copy of
the statements into the pocket opposite.
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